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The K-theory of the C*-algebra C*(V, F) associated to C”-foliations (I’, F) of a 
manifold V in the simplest non-trivial case, i.e., dim V= 2, is studied. Since the 
case of the Kronecker foliation was settled by Pimsner and Voiculescu (.I. Operator 
Theory 4 (1980), 93-l 18), the remaining problem deals with foliations by Reeb 
components. The K-theory of C*(V,F) for the Reeb foliation of S3 is also 
computed. In these cases the C*-algebra C*(V,F) is obtained from simpler C*- 
algebras by means of pullback diagrams and short exact sequences. The K-groups 
K,(C*(V, F)) are computed using the associated Mayer-Vietoris and six-term 
exact sequences. The results characterize the C*-algebra of the Reeb foliation of T2 
uniquely as an extension of C(Si) by C(S’). For the foliations of Tz it is found 
that the K-groups count the number of Reeb components separated by stable 
compact leaves. A C”-foliation of T2 such that K,(C*(T*, F)) has infinite rank is 
also constructed. Finally it is proved, by explicit calculation using (M. Penington, 
“K-Theory and C*-Algebras of Lie Groups and Foliations,” D. Phil. thesis, 
Oxford, 1983) that the natural map ,u:K*,,(BG)+ K,(C*(V,F)) is an 
isomorphism for foliations by Reeb components of T* and S’. In particular this 
proves the Baum-Connes conjecture (P. Baum and A. Connes, Geometric K-theory 
for Lie groups, preprint, 1982; A. Connes, Proc. Symp. Pure Math. 38 (1982), 
521-628) when V = 7*. % 1985 Academic Press. IIIC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In general, for a foliated manifold, the space of leaves with the quotient 
topology is a fairly untractable topological space. 
In [8], Connes associates canonically to a foliated manifold (V, F) a C*- 
algebra C*(V, F). It represents the space of leaves in the following sense: 
When the foliation comes from a tibration (with connected fibers) p: V-+ M, 
then C*(V, F) is isomorphic to C,(M) @ k, where k= R(R) denotes the C*- 
algebra of compact operators on an (infinite dimensional) separable Hilbert 
space A. 
Many (ordinary) topological spaces X are naturally constructed from 
simpler ones using sequences like Y+ X-t X/Y or exact triads (X,, X2, X). 
It is one of the main features of cohomology theories (in contrast with 
homotopy) to behave well with respect to such constructions. On the 
cohomology level these constructions give rise to the exact cohomology 
sequence and the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, respectively. This gives a 
way to compute the cohomology groups Hq(X). 
K-theory is a generalized cohomology theory with compact supports. It is 
well adapted to the algebraic framework where the locally compact space X 
is replaced by the C*-algebra C,,(X). The group K,(A) makes sense for any 
C*-algebra A and one has K*(X) = K,(C,(X)) (cf. [l, 371). The K-theory of 
a C*-algebra is invariant under stable isomorphism, i.e., K* (A @ R) = K,(A). 
Hence for foliations given by a fibration, K,(C*(V, F)) coincides with the 
K-theory of the leaf space V/F. 
On the C*-algebra level, the two ways of constructing bigger spaces tran- 
slate into the short exact sequence 
O---+JLAAB-0 (1.1) 
and the pullback (fibered product) diagram 
In K-theory the short exact sequence (1.1) gives rise to a six-term exact 
sequence (cf. [37]) 
K,(J) K* - K1(A)L K, W 
I 1 
81 h3 
K,(B) &K,(A)> K,(J) 
(1.3) 
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The pullback diagram (1.2) gives rise to the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
P1*OP2* K,(A)- K,(A,)@K,(A,)~K,(A’) 
provided at least one of the homomorphisms cri and (T* is surjective. This 
follows from [27, p. 281 by suspension. (Note that the definition of K,(A) for 
a C*-algebra A in [37] coincides with the definition of algebraic K-theory 
[271.) 
Many foliations are defined by decomposing suitably the given manifold, 
constructing foliations on the smaller pieces and then patching together to 
obtain a foliation of the total manifold. If the pieces when included in the 
total manifold are saturated with respect o the foliation, this may be viewed 
as patching together bits of leaf space. Translating into the language of C*- 
algebras, this construction of the foliations (V, F) gives us short exact 
sequences (1.1) and libered product expressions (1.2) for C*( V, F). The 
corresponding exact sequences (1.3) and (1.4), together with Connes’ 
analogue of the Thorn isomorphism [7]: K,(A) g Kj+ ,(A ~1 IR), shall be our 
main tools for the computation of K*(C*(V, I’)). 
The foliations studied in this paper are constructed in the above way from 
fairly simple pieces, the Reeb components. The foliation of T* given by 
Fig. 1.1 is a typical example. The leaf space of these foliations although non- 
Hausdorff is fairly easy to visualize. 
In the algebraic framework this implies that the associated C*-algebras 
are type I [ 15, Definition 4.3.11. Since the C*-algebras are type I, we may in 
particular study the canonical composition series (Zp)p.+ for C*(V, F) 
defined by [15, Proposition 4.3.31. We find that the composition series 
consists of 0 cJ& C*(V, F), where .Z is the ideal generated by functions 
vanishing on a suitable closed subset of V, saturated with respect to the 
foliation. Hence we study exact sequences of the form 
FIGURE 1.1 
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Calculation of the connecting maps 6, and 6, of the diagram (1.3) associated 
to any short exact sequence for C*( V, F) gives the group K* (C*( V, F)). 
In fact, we obtain more by this calculation-and this may be seen as 
another motivation for studying K,(C*( V, F): The short exact sequence 
(1.5) defines an element in Ext(B, J) of Kasparov [24]. 
The quotient B being a type I C*-algebra, we have the following exact 
sequence for Ext(B, J) by [35, Theorem 4.21 (the universal coefficient 
theorem): 
0 - Ext:(K,(B), K,(J)) 0 Ext:(K,(B), K,(J)) 
- Ext(B, .I) 
-5 Hom(K,(B), K,(J)) 0 Hom(K,(B), K,(J)) + 0 (1.6) 
The map y associates to the class in Ext(B,J) of the short exact sequence 
(1.5) the pair (a,, 6,) of (1.3). Ext i is defined as in homological algebra (cf. 
[26]). In our examples K,(B) is a free abelian group, hence 
Ext&(B), Kj(J)) = 0 (j E Z/2). 
Thus the pair (6,) 6,) determines C*(V, F) as an element of Ext(B, J). In 
general this is only sufficient to determine the “stabie type” of the extension 
(1.5). However, when the extension is absorbing, the pair (a,,, 8,) E Ext(B, J) 
determines (1.5) up to unitary equivalence [24, Sect. 71. For the foliations 
(T*,P) by Reeb components and with only one compact leaf, the 
composition series for C*(T*, F) yields an absorbing extension. Thus in 
these cases C*(K’, F) is uniquely charaterized by our calculation of the 
associated pair (6,) 6,). 
A fibered product expression (1.2) for C*(V, F) can be used as a step in 
the calculation of (a,, S,), as in (2.3.5). 
Let BG be the classifying space of the holonomy groupoid G associated to 
the foliation (V, F). For the foliation of Fig. 1.1 it is by [29] weakly 
homotopy equivalent o a necklace of spheres as in Fig. 1.2. Let K,,,(BG) be 
the K-homology of BG twisted by the transverse bundle r of the foliation. By 
[9, Sect. 91 there is a natural map 
P: K,,,(BG)~K,(C*(y,F)). (1.7) 
FIGURE 1.2 
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Connes conjectures in [9, Sect. 121 that this map is always an isomorphism 
(when the holonomy groups have no torsion). The conjecture is a special 
case of a conjecture by Baum and Connes [3]. 
The groups K,(C*( V, F)) found in this paper for V = T* and V = S3 have 
been compared to the results of Penington [29] for K, ,,(BG). By explicitly 
identifying via ,u the generators of the analytic and geometric groups, we 
prove that in these examples (1.7) is indeed an isomorphism. In particular 
this proves the conjecture for C”“-foliations of T2. 
2. THE C*-ALGEBRA ASSOCIATED TO A FOLIATION 
2.1. Preliminaries on the construction of C*( V, F) 
We recall here some of the steps in the construction of C*( V, F) for a 
foliated manifold (V, F). For a complete discussion we refer to [8, 
Chap. VII; 9, Sects. 5-61. 
C *(V, F) is generated by certain functions on the graph (or holonomy 
groupoid) G of the foliation. The graph is a not necessarily Hausdorff 
manifold of dimension dim G = dim V + dim F. It is constructed by 
Winkelnkemper [38]: 
An element y of G is given by two points x = s(y), y = r(y) on the same 
leaf in V, together with an equivalence class [y] of smooth paths: y(t), 
t E [0, 11, with y(O) = x, y(l) = y, in the leaf containing x and y. Two paths 
y, and y2 are equivalent iff they induce the same holonomy map h(y,.) [ 19, 
p. 3771. 
The manifold structure of V gives a topology on G, which has as a 
subbase the sets 
W= {YEGIx=s(~)ER,~=~(~)ER and h(y)x,=$}. 
Here 0 = U x T and Q’ = U’ x T are compatible local coordinate systems 
in V and rr: R + T, resp. n’: Q’ -+ T, is the submersion on the local 
transversal T. The sets W define an atlas on G. We quote [38, 
Proposition 2.11, 
2.1.1. PROPOSITION. The graph G is Hausdor- tf and only if; for all x 
and y on the same leaf, the holonomy maps along two arbitrary paths y, and 
y2 from x to y and with respect to the same transversal coordinates T are 
already the same if they coincide on an open subset of their domain, whose 
closure contams x. 
When G is Hausdorff, C*(V, F) is generated by continuous half-densities 
with compact support on G, f E C,(G, L?1’2). For y E G with s(y) = x and 
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r(y) = y, “;” is the one-dimensional complex vector space ai’* @ ai”, 
where (L!:“),, y is the bundle of half-densities associated to the tangent 
bundle of the foliation (cf. [ 18, p. 531). 
The bundle (Sa:“),, V is trivial and one could choose a trivialisation v 
making the elements of C,(G, L?i’*) into functions, by sending f E C,.(G) into 
f. (v o s @ v o r) E C,(G, Qi/*). In our examples the foliations are (except 
for problems of orientation) defined by actions of R or R*. We may 
therefore choose the trivialisation v = ]dt] “* (t E R, resp. R ‘) and we shall 
not distinguish between a function f E C,(G) and the half-density y + f(y) . 
(Idrly 0 Id$“). 
When G is non-Hausdorff, one uses the manifold structure of G to define 
the set C,(G): 
2.1.2. DEFINITION. C,(G) is the set of finite linear combinations of 
functions of the form cp o x, where x: U + RdimG is a local chart on G and 
rp E cm dim G), supp Q E x( v>. 
When G is Hausdorff, Definition 2.1.2 gives C,(G) as the set of 
continuous functions with compact support. However, when G is non- 
Hausdorff we may well have elements of C,(G) which are not continuous. 
Using Definition 2.1.2 we have in all cases that C*(V, E;) is generated by 
elements f E C,(G, a”*). 
For f, g E C,(G, Q”*) a convolution product f * g is defined by the 
equality 
(f * g)(Y) =I, oh=yf(YL) dY*)* 
There is an involution f + f * defined by f*(y) = f(~-‘). Thus C,(G, al’*) 
is a *-algebra. 
For x E V, let G, = {y E G 1 s(y) =x}. (This is the holonomy covering of 
the leaf of x.) There is a natural representation , of C,(G, Q1’*) on 
L *(Gx, l2 “*), given by 
2.1.3. DEFINITION. C*(V, F) is the C*-algebra completion of 
C,(G, al’*) with the norm ]I f (1 = supXEy ]I rr,..)l]. 
Two foliations (V, F,) and (IV, F2) are said to be topologically equivalent 
if there exists a homeomorphism h: V+ W which takes leaves of F, onto 
leaves of F,. When (V, F,) and (W, F2) are topologically equivalent here is 
an obvious Morita equivalence [32] between C*(V, F,) and C*(W, F2). 
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When dim F > 0, C*(V, F) is a stable C*-algebra, i.e., C*(V, F) 0 kg 
C*(V, F) [22]. It thus follows from [4] that 
2.1.4. PROPOSITION. Topologically equivalent foliations yield isomorphic 
C*-algebras. 
The following three results from [9, Sect. 51 are important tools in the 
analysis of C*(V, F). 
2.1.5. PROPOSITION. Assume that the foliation (V, F) comes from an 
action of a Lie group H in such a way that the graph G is given as V x H. 
Then C*(V, F) is isomorphic to the reduced crossed product C,,(V) >a H of 
C,,(V) by H (see [28, p. 2621). 
2.1.6. PROPOSITION. Assume that the foliation (V, F) is given by a 
Jibration p: V+ M. Then the graph G = {(x, y) E V X V 1 p(x) = p(y)} 
which is a submanifold of V x V, and C*(V, F) is isomorphic to 
C,(M) @ 1(L ‘(fiber)). 
Note, however, that it is not true in general that n,(f) is a compact 
operator on L’(G,), cf. Section 3.5 (Remark 3.5.3). 
2.1.7. PROPOSITION. If V’ E V is an open set and F’ is the restriction of 
F to V’, then the graph G’ of (V’, F’) is an open set in the graph G of (V, F), 
and the inclusion C,(G’, 0”‘) z C,(G, fi”‘) extends to an isometric 
*-homomorphism of C*(V’, F’) into C*(V, F). 
2.2. Exact Sequences 
Let V’ Z V be a saturated open set in (V, F). It then follows from the 
construction and Proposition 2,1.7 that C*( V’, F’) is an ideal in C*( V, F). 
The subgroupoid G\G’ is closed in G. It depends on the holonomy 
induced from V’, thus it is not in general the graph of the restriction of the 
foliation to V\V’. However, we may still define the representations 7c,, 
x E V\V’, of the *-algebra C,(G\G’, Q ‘I’). Completing as in 
Definition 2.1.3 we obtain a C*-algebra, which we denote by C*(V\V’, F). 
The inclusion G\G’ --+ G defines a *-homomorphism 
u’: C,(G, .l’*) -i C,(G\G’, .l’*) 
by restriction. By the leafwise definition of the C*-norm, this extends to a *- 
homomorphism 
u: C*(V, F) + C*(V\V’, F). 
Clearly C*( V’, F’) E ker 4. Also, any element of C,(G\G’, Q ‘I*) may be 
extended to an element of C,(G, J?i’*). Hence u is surjective. 
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We therefore have a complex 
o-+ C”(V’,F’)+ c*(v,F)m, C*(V\V’,F)+O (2.2.1) 
which is exact except possibly at C*( V, F). 
Assume that the foliation (I’, P) is given by the action of an amenable Lie 
group H, such that the subgroupoid G\G’ is given as (V\V’) X 2% 
2.2.1. LEMMA. With the above assumptions, the sequence (2.2.1) is 
exact. 
Remark. This lemma covers the examples of Reeb components (using 
H = F? k X T’). However, it would be interesting to know whether (2.2.1) is 
always an exact sequence. 
ProojI We have to prove that ker o & C*( V’, F’). 
With the given assumptions, the C*-algebra C*( V\V’, F) is isomorphic to 
the reduced crossed product C,( V\V’) >a H. Since H is amenable, this is the 
same as the maximal crossed product [28, p. 2631. 
There is a canonical *-homomorphism 
y’: C,(G\G’,R”2)+ C*(V,F)/C*(V’,F’) 
such that y’ 0 u’ is the canonical *-homomorphism C,(G, Q”*) -+ 
C*(V,F)/C*(V’,F’). 
By definition of the maximal crossed product, it follows that y’ may be 
extended to a *-homomorphism 
y: C*(V\V’,F)+ c*(v,F)/C*(V’,F’), 
such that y o u is the canonical *-homomorphism C*(V, F)+ 
C*(V,F)/C*(V’,F’). Hence keraCC*(V’,F’). i 
2.3. Fibered Products 
Assume that the codimension-one foliation (V, F) is constructed by gluing 
together along a common boundary foliated manifolds-with-boundary 
(V,, F,) and (V,, F2), where the boundary is a union of leaves. 
It would be interesting to know whether in the general case one can obtain 
C*( V, F) as a tibered product involving C*( Vi, F,) and C* (I’, , F2). 
However, as in the case of Lemma 2.2.1, the following is sufficient for our 
purposes : 
Assume that the foliation (V, F) is given by the action of an amenable Lie 
group H,, such that G, is given by V, x H,, and G, is given by V2 X H2 
where the group H, = H, /N is a quotient group of H, . (This means that N is 
the holonomy group of a boundary leaf in Vi. When N # { 1 }, the graph of 
(V, F) is non-Hausdorff.) 
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By Definition 2.1.2 we then obtain C,(G, 51 ‘I’) as a fibered product: 
C,(G, R “*) L C,(V, x H,, P2) 
02 
‘I I’ 
UI (2.3.1) 
C&V, x H2,1P2) --L C,(L x H2,JF2) 
Here L denotes the common boundary of V, and V, , the maps pi, ps and ai 
are (essentially) restriction maps, and al is restriction to L x H, followed by 
the *-homomorphism K: C,(L x H, , D 1’2) + C,(L X H,, R 1’2) given by 
(2.3.2) 
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 we find that the diagram (2.3.1) passes to 
the C*-completion and we get 
2.3.1. LEMMA. With the above assumptions, C*(V, F) is given as the 
fibered product 
C*(V, F)L C*(V,,F,) z C,(V,) XI H, 
P2 
I I 
01 (2.3.3) 
C,(V,) XI H, = C*(V,, F,) - C*(L, H,) r C,(L) x1 H, 
a2 
Proof. We only need to prove that C*(V, F) is in fact the fibered product 
C*(V,,F,) x, C*(V,,F,) of C*(V,,F,) and C*(V,, F2). However it is 
clear that C*( V, F) satisfies the universal property. 1 
Now assume that C*(V, F) is given by the pullback diagram (2.3.3). 
Assume further that .I is an ideal in C*(V, F) associated with a saturated 
open set contained in V,, such that we have the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows: 
O-J- C*(K F) LC*(V,,F,)-0 
Ilid 1~2 1~’ (2.3.4) 
O-J- C*(V,, F,)L C*(L, F2) - 0 
This means that the extension of the top row is the image of the bottom row 
under the homomorphism UT defined by functoriality, a:: Ext(C*(L, I;*), J) 
+ Ext(C*( V,, F,), J). 
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From (2.3.4) we obviously obtain a commutative diagram in K-theory, 
involving the K-theory connecting maps di and 6( of the exact sequences in 
(2.3.4): 
01- I II id 
-Kj(C*(L,F,))a Kj+,(J; - (j E w 
(2.3.5) 
Thus, in order to compute Sj, we only need to compute u, t and Sj . 
3. THE BASIC REEB COMPONENTS IN DIMENSION 2 
3.1. Classification offoliations of T* ([21,25]) 
The 2-torus K2 is the only oriented compact 2-manifold with non-singular 
codimension-one foliations. 
Up to topological equivalence we have the following classification of C”- 
foliations of T* (cf. [21,25 1): 
(i) If the foliation contains no closed leaves it is equivalent to the 
Kronecker foliation with irrational slope. (This is a classical theorem of 
Denjoy [ 13 1.) 
The C*-algebra associated to the Kronecker foliation of T2 is a crossed 
product C(lr’) XI IR, which is Morita equivalent [32] to the irrational 
rotation algebra C(S’) >a Z. The K-theory of this algebra was determined by 
Pimsner and Voiculescu in [ 3 1 ]. 
(ii) If the foliation contains at least one closed leaf, we may cut K* 
along this leaf to obtain a foliated cylinder. The foliation is obtained by 
gluing together along their boundaries the pieces shown in Figs. 3.1.1-3.1.3, 
foliations of [0, 1 ] x S’. In particular, if the foliated cylinder has no closed 
leaves in the interior (i.e., is a Reeb foliation in the terminology of [34]) the 
foliation is equivalent o the foliation of Fig. 3.1.1 or Fig. 3.1.2. (This result 
is easily obtained from the PoincarbBendixon theorem; see [23, p. 25 1] or 
121 I*> 
x=0 1 x=0 1 x=0 1 
FIGURE 3.1.1 FIGURE 3.1.2 FIGURE 3.1.3 
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The foliation of Fig. 3.1.1 is called the orientation reversing Reeb 
component; the foliation of Fig. 3.1.2 is called the orientation preserving 
Reeb component. It is useful to note that these foliations may be obtained by 
projection onto [0, 1 ] X S’ of translation invariant foliations of [0, 1 ] X IR, 
given by the lines x = 0 and x = 1 and the graphs of functions y = f(x) + c, 
0 < x < 1 and c E IR, where f satisfies lim,,, I ] f(x)1 = co. 
The foliation of Fig. 3.1.3 is simply the trivial foliation of [0, l] by stable 
compact leaves {t} X S’, tE [0, 11. 
Clearly an understanding of the basic Reeb components is a main tool in 
the K-theory calculations for foliations of T2 of type (ii), which we 
undertake here. We shall call a non-trivial foliation of type (ii) a foliation by 
Reeb components. 
However, we note that a foliation of T* may contain infinitely many 
copies of the orientation preserving Reeb component and the component of 
stable compact leaves, in fact the set of (stable) compact leaves may be a 
Cantor set (see Sect. 4.3). By compactness there can be only finitely many 
orientation reversing Reeb components. For the infinite case it may be useful 
to note that any P-foliation of T* containing no orientation reversing Reeb 
components may be obtained by the construction below. Hence every C”- 
foliation of T* can be obtained by inserting along compact leaves of such 
foliations a finite number of orientation reversing Reeb components. A 
foliation of T* is transversely oriented an hence defined by a flow if and only 
if it contains an even number of orientation reversing Reeb components. 
3.1.1. Construction. Let IV: S’ -+ S’ be an orientation preserving 
diffeomorphism of the circle. We can consider the 2-torus as the quotient 
T* = S’ x W/Z, where H is generated by the diffeomorphism (8, t)-+ 
($7) t + 1). The foliation ({0} x IR&, of S’ X IR projects to a foliation of 
For the diffeomorphism w one can define the rotation number p, see [6, 
p. 4041. If p is irrational, w is topologically equivalent o a rotation of S’ 
through the angle 27rp [ 131, one then obtains the Kronecker foliation of T * 
with irrational slope p. 
The rotation number p is rational if and only if some power of w has a 
fixed point, i.e., if and only if the foliation has a closed leaf. However, the 
case p E Q\{O} is topologically equivalent o the case p = 0. Hence we may 
restrict attention to the case p = 0. This corresponds to obtaining the 
foliations of T* by Reeb components by identifying the ends of a foliated 
cylinder [0, l] X S’ via (0, a) - (1, a) for a E S’. 
’ Hence the foliation of T2 is defined by the action of R induced from the action of L on S’ 
defined by w. 
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Intervals where p # id correspond to components of orientation preserving 
Reeb components, intervals where p = id correspond to components of stable 
compact leaves. 
3.2. The C*-Algebras of the Reeb Components 
Let us give a convenient description of the C*-algebras associated to the 
basic Reeb components of Figs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. These foliations may clearly 
be defined by an action of IR on [0, I] x S’. The compact boundary leaves, 
copies of S’, have holonomy group Z and thus holonomy covering I?. The 
graph is therefore [0, l] x S’ x iR and by Proposition 2.1.5 the associated 
C*-algebra is a crossed product C([O, 1 ] x S’) x I?, where the action of IR 
on C([O, l] x S’) is defined by the flow. 
Let ,U~ : C( [0, 1 ] x S’) -+ C(S ‘) be the restriction maps, 
@if)Ca> =.fti, a) (fEC([O,l]~S’,crES’;i=0,1). (3.2.1) 
We define actions A * of IR on C(S’) by 
@:fKa> = f(a r t) (fE C(S’), a E S’ = R/Z, t E R). (3.2.2) 
For the orientation reversing Reeb component ([0, l] x S’, F’) we may 
choose the action A ’ of iR on C([O, l] x S’) such that ,u, (resp. jf,) is 
equivariant for the action A+ (resp. A-) of iR on C(S’). Then the restriction 
homomorphisms 
C([O, l] x S’) >a,, iR + C(S) >a,* R 
are given by the dual maps pi, where 
U-E C,(R, Cc@, 11 x S’)) = C,([O, l] x s’ x iR), s E I?). 
(3.2.3) 
For the orientation preserving Reeb component ([0, l] X S’, Fz) we may 
choose the action A* of IR on C([O, 1 ] x S’) such that both of the maps cl0 
and pi are equivariant with respect o the action A+ of IR on C(S’). Then the 
restriction to the compact boundary leaves is given by 
pi : C( [O, 1 ] x S’) >a12 R --t C(S’) >a,+ m (i=O, 1). 
The set IO, 1 [ x S1 is a saturated open subset in the Reeb components, 
hence the associated C*-algebra C*(]O, l[ X S’, J”) is an ideal in 
c*([o, l] x s’, F’). 
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In the sequel we shall use the following notation and identifications 
B, = C(P) xn+ R 
B- = C(S’) >Q~- R
A, = c*([o, I] x s’, 8-1) r C([O, I] x S’) >Ql, R 
A, = c*([o, l] x S’, F2) E C([O, l] x S’) xl11 IR 
(3.2.4) 
J, = c*(]o, l[ x S’,F’) r C(S) @ I&*@?)) 
J*=C*([O, l[ xS’,E;*)~C(S’)~A(L*(iR)). 
The last two identifications hold because the foliations (IO, 1 [ x S’, F’) are 
given by submersions onto the closed transversal {j } X S’ ; cf. 
Proposition 2.1.6. 
The two Reeb components being very similar in structure, we shall only 
treat in detail the orientation reversing Reeb component. 
The complement of the saturated open subset 10, 1[ x S’ consists of the 
two boundary leaves. By Lemma 2.2.1 we have the exact sequence 
O-tJ,+A,%B+@B-+O. (3.2.5) 
Using the dual y^ of the equivariant isomorphism y: C(S’)-+ C(S’) given by 
(rf)(a) = f(-a), the exact sequence (3.2.5) becomes 
O+J,+A,=B+@B++O. (3.2.6) 
The algebra A, being given as C([O, I] X S’) >a,, I?, the ideal J, will appear 
in our calculations via the obvious isomorphism 
J, = C*(]O, 1[ x S’,F’)r C,(]O, l[ x S’) >a,, R 
rather than in the geometrically natural form of (3.2.4). Hence we need to 
express explicitly the elements of C,(]O, 1 [ x S’) >a,, R as loops of compact 
operators corresponding to the transversal (f ] x S ‘. 
For any point (x, a) E 10, 1 [ x S’ we can find unique flow coordinates 
(tp,t)ES'~iR such that 
(x9 a> = q<;, PI (3.2.7) 
(For t + -00, x converges to 0; for t -+ co, x converges to 1.) We obtain a 
diffeomorphism 
~:]0,1[XS’XIR-+S’X[RXm 
w(x, a, v) = (% 6 u). 
(3.2.8) 
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This gives the desired isomorphism 
C,(]O, l[ x S’ x IR) E C,(S’ x R x W). 
In particular, if x g’E C,(]O, 1 [ x 5” x R) are expressed in terms of the flow 
coordinates (q, t, V) E S’ x R x R, the convolution product is given by 
(for brevity we omit writing the map w), 
Note that for (p fixed, this is the convolution product on C,(lR x R) E 
C,(IR) XL+ R Lz R(LyR)). 
The multiplier algebra of C(S’) @ @*(I?)) is C*,(S’, 9(A)), the C*- 
algebra of *-strongly continuous functions from S’ to 9(L*(lR)). There is a 
natural *-homomorphism 
71: c*([o, l] x S’,F’)+ C*,(Si,M@)). 
Let z~~,~,~) : C*([O, l] x S’, F’)+ Y(L*(R)) be the representation 
associated to the point (f, rp) E [0, l] x S’ as in Definition 2.1.3. Then we 
can define x by the formula 
a-)(fP> = %,*,m)df) ((PEW. (3.2.9) 
In fact we have 
3.2.1. LEMMA. The formula (3.2.9) defines a *-homomorphism 
7c: c*([o, l] x S’,F’)+ C(S) @ qLz(R)). 
ProoJ It is sufficient o prove that 
v, -+ %,*,d.f) 
is a norm continuous function when f belongs to the dense subalgebra 
C:([O, l] x S’ x R). F or such an f we shall estimate the norm of 
4 = 7?1/2,df) - 7$1/2,e+B) (f). Using the flow coordinates (3.2.8) the 
operator A, acts on L*(R) by 
(d,W)=l (f(v, t, t-u)-f(V) +&t, t-u))v(u)du. R 
Thus, by a well known estimate, we have 
]]Ae]l<suP suPll~(~,t,t--v)--f(~n+B,t,t-t')l dv, 
I 1 
SUP If(~,t,t--)--(rp+e,t,t-v)ldt . 
u I I 
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Since the derivative of f with respect to the first variable is uniformly 
bounded, we have 
With respect o the third variable f has support within an interval of length 
N. Hence 
Il~ell<l~l*c~~. I 
3.3. K-Groups for the Orientation Reversing Reeb Component 
To find the K-groups for C([O, l] x S’) >Q~, R we use the Thorn 
isomorphism 9’ [7], 
$:Kj(C([Ov l] X S’))+Kj+,(C([O, 11 X S’) >a,, ‘)* 
Since [0, 1 ] x S’ is homotopy equivalent o S’ we find 
Kj(C([O, 11 X S’) >Q~I IR)Z h tj E W. (3.3.1) 
Let I? E C( [0, 1 ] x S’) be given by z~(.x, a) = v(a) = eznia. Then the class of v’ 
is a generator of K,(C([O, l] x S’)). The class of 1 E C([O, l] x S’) is a 
generator of K,(C([O, l] x S’)). Thus we have 
3.3.1. LEMMA. 
K,(C([O, l] x S’) >Q~, IR) is generated by q1,‘([6]) 
K,(C([O, l] x S’) >Q~~ F?) is generated by ul”([l]). 
For the analysis of the six-term sequence in K-theory associated to (3.2.6) 
we need a good understanding of the generators of K,(C(S’) XI*+ R) and 
&(W’)O 4~2tW)). 
By the Thorn isomorphism 
$+ : Kj(C(S’)) + Kj+ I(C(S’) >a,+ R) 
we immediately get 
K,(C(S’) >a,+ IR) z Z (.i E We 
Let p E CF(S’ x R) be defined by 
(3.3.2) 
(3.3.3) 
PO-% v) = g(a) *aa - v> (aES’,vER) (3.3.4) 
where g E CT@) has support in ]f - E, $ + E[ for some small E > 0, 
SR Iml2 do = 19 and S’ is included in R by means of the map & 
4 e 2niu) = a E [0, l[ E R (3.3.5) 
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(i.e., (3.3.4) is shorthand for p(a, v) = g(<(a)) . g({(a) - 0)). Let 
u E (C(S’) >a*+ R)” be an element such that u - 1 E CF(S1 x R) is given 
by the function 
(a, v) -i I(-v) - 1 (a) (a E S’, v E R) (3.3.6) 
where 1 + i is homotopic to the Bott element b E C,,(R)*, b(c) = 
([ - i)/(< + i). (Here i is the Fourier transform of I.) 
3.3.2. LEMMA. (i) The function p of (3.3.4) defines a projection in 
C(S’) >a,+ R, and the class of p is a generator ofK,(C(S’) xl+ R). 
(ii) The element u defined by (3.3.6) is invertible, and the class of u is 
a generator of ,(C(S’) >a,+ R). 
Proof: (i) One uses the isomorphism ly: C*(H) @ R(L2(S’)) + 
C(S’) xn+ R given by [ 17, Corollary 2.81 
wf (a, v) = f (-[r(a) - v], a, (a - v)z) (a E S’, u E R) 
where [v] is the integer part of v, and r is defined by (3.3.5). 
By Fourier transformation C*(H) E C(S’). Hence a generator of 
Ko(c*(a>o W2(S1))) is given by the class [p’] of the projection 
p’ E C,(Z x S’ x S’) defined by 
p’(n, a3 P> = g(a) . &V) when n = 0 
=o when n z 0 
where g E C(S’) satisfies j,, 1 g(a)]* da = 1. Clearly then [VP’] is a 
generator of K,,(C(S’) >dA+ R), and [VP’] = [p]. 
(ii) It follows from [7, Lemma II.51 that [u] = cp”,([ 11); cf. (3.32). 1 
It shall be useful to know the relation between the generators of K* (A i) = 
K,(C([O, l] X S’) >a*, R) and the generators of K,(B+) =K*(C(S’) XIA+R): 
3.3.3. LEMMA. The generators of K,(A,) and K,(B+) are related by 
Po*@‘(m> = d W) = -[PI 
(9 4)*ww1)) = u,:w1> = [PI 
and the generators of K,(A,) and K,(B+) are related by 
Po*(~“wlN = 4wl) = [ul 
~P~P~~*~cp”~~~l~~=~o,~~~l~= [ul* 
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Proof: We shall need the natural trace r on C(S’) defined by 
The dual trace z^ on C(S’) >Q** R is then defined by 
f(f) = J fta, 0) da (f E c:pl x R)). (3.3.8) 
Let p E C(S’) >a,+ R be the projection given by (3.3.4). Then f(p) = 1, and 
clearly z^ defines an isomorphism 
f*:K,(C(S’)x,*lR)+Z 
such that f*([p]) = 1. 
-Let o: : K,(C(S’)) + K,(C(S’) ~1~~ R) be the Thorn isomorphism. Then 
oi([u]) is a generator of K,(C(S’) >a,, I?) and by [7, Theorem III.31 we 
have 
r^*(dW) = rl* 
Now the lemma follows from the naturality of the Thorn isomorphism. 1 
For the ideal J, = C(S’)@ ,@J~~(IF?)) of (3.2.6) we clearly have 
qw> 0 w2Fw isomorphic to Z (j E Z/2). 
3.3.4. LEMMA. The generator of K,(C(S’)@ k(L2(lR))) is [ 1 @q], 
where q is a one-dimensional projection in A(L2(R)). The generator of 
K,(C(S’)O A(L’(R))) is [u 0 q + 1 0 (1 - q)]. 
In order to identify the elements of K,(C(S’) @ X(L2(lR))) arising as 
images under the connecting maps, we shall use the natural trace r on C(S’) 
and Tr on (L2(R)). Identifying k(L2(iR)) with C,(R) >a,+ R, Tr is given by 
Wf) =I.& 0) ds (j-E CF(IR x R)). (3.3.9) 
We denote f= r @ Tr the trace on C(S’) @ k(L2(lR)). Then obviously under 
the isomorphism 
f* : K,(C(S’) @ K(LyR))) -+ z 
we have 27,([1 @q])= 1. 
(3.3.10) 
If [VI E JWW) 0 4L20wN is represented by a differentiable loop 
V:S’-+D&Tr, then 
[V] = w, * [u 0 4 + u 0 (1 - s>l (3.3.11) 
580/61/l-3 
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where wy is the winding number of V, 
WY = &ll T@“(q) . V(p)-‘) &I. 
0 
(3.3.12) 
3.4. The K-Theory Exact Sequence 
We shall compute the connecting maps 6, and 6, of the six-term exact 
sequence in K-theory associated to (3.2.6): 
KIVJ - KI(Ch([O, 1] x S’,F’))+ K,(B+ OB,) 
I I 
81 
60 (3.4-l) 
Ko@+ 0 B+) - K,(C*([O, 11 x S’, F’)) - Ko(J,) 
Choose generators of the K-groups as in Lemmas 3.3.4, 3.3.1, and 3.3.2. 
Then the diagram (3.4.1) becomes 
(3.4.2) 
where the matrices of the horizontal maps follow from Lemma 3.3.3. 
3.4.1. THEOREM. The connecting maps of (3.4.2) are given by the 
matrices 
S,=(l 1) 
6,= (1 -1). 
Proof. We are going to spell out the computation of 6, and 6, in much 
detail, because it explains what is going on geometrically. The results may be 
obtained directly (cf. Remark 3.4.2). 
Computation of 6, : K,(B+ @ B,) + K,(J,). For [f] E K,(B+ 0 B,), 
S,([f]) is given, by the usual definition, as the class in K,(J,) of e2’? where 
fis a preimage off in (a matrix algebra over) C*([O, 1] x S’, F’). 
We have naturally 
We shall first compute d,([p], 0), where [p] is the generator of 
Lemma 3.3.2(i), given by (3.3.4). 
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An element 17” E C,([O, I] x S’ x I?) such that &(p”) = p and 
7 o ,G,(p’“) = 0 is given by 
j-0(x, a, u) = /IO(x) * p(a, v) (XE [O, l],aES’,uE IR) (3.4.3) 
where ho E C( [0, 11) satisfies the conditions 
/IO(O) = 1 
hO( 1) = 0. 
(3.4.4) 
It clarifies the computations if we choose ho to have support near 0 as in 
Fig. 3.4.1. 
We shall express eznipo as a loop in @‘(I?)) by means of (3.2.8). Before 
doing this we shall, however, make one remark. 
Any function of a E S’ may as well be considered as a periodic function 
of a’ E I?. In particular we may replace p of (3.3.4) by a function 
p’ E Cm@ x IR), periodic in the first variable (thus it does not have compact 
support). We get p’ as an infinite sum 
p’= f pn (3.4.5) 
n=-CC 
where p, E C&R x R) is given by 
p,(s, u) = g(s - n) * g(s - n) - ?I). 
Note that each p,, defines a one-dimensional projection in 
C,(m) >QJ+ IR E R(L’(iR)). With the convolution product of Co@) >a,+ IR we 
have p,, * pm = 0 when n # m. 
Similarly, we may then represent 5” by a function F of (x, a’, 0) E 
[0, I] X [R X IR, periodic in the second variable. Lifting the functions p,, of 
(3.4.5) we have 02 
p”‘= 2 p”, (3.4.6) 
*=-CC 
where @i E C,([O, l] x IR x IR) is defined in analogy with (3.4.3) by 
p”,(x, a’, 0) = ho(x) . pn(a’, 21). 
Recalling that the Reeb foliation naturally arises from a foliation of 
[0, l] x IR, we see that this way of writing fi” is in fact very natural. 
1 
t--A 
-- ho 
1 ) 
x=0 x=1 
FIGURE 3.4.1 
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Henceforth we shall only be concerned with the restriction to the saturated 
open subset IO, I[ x R of the functions in question. 
The diffeomorphism w of (3.2.8) extends naturally to a diffeormorphism 
]0,1[xRxlR-,RxRxlFL 
Hence d’ may be expressed in terms of the flow coordinates (9, t, V) E 
R X R X R, and p” is a periodic function of v, E I?. 
Clearly the functions 5: satisfy the conditions 
P”,(% 4 u> = J”,,l(rp + 1, t, u) (3.4.7) 
P;(L t, u) = 0 if n>l. (3.4.8) 
By definition j”, is only non-zero if u is close to 0. The function 
t -+ p’E((p, t, 0), for rp fixed, is 0 when t is close to 0 (cf. Fig. 3.4.1) and 
asymptotically for n -+ --03 it has support near n - v, + t’, where t’ only 
depends on the exact formula for the action 1’. 
By the geometry of the foliation it is then clear that we can choose the 
function ho such that 
(i) pi * JL = 0 when n # m (3.4.9) 
(ii) there exists NE N such that p?(q, a, .) defines a (one- 
dimensional) projection when rp E [0, I] and n < -N. (3.4.10) 
In Fig. 3.4.2 we sketch what could be the graph of t -+ flz((p, t, 0) for 
various values of rp in the interval [0, 11. We see that as v, runs through the 
t 
FIGURE 3.4.2 
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interval [0, 11, a “bump” is generated and starts moving away from t = 0, 
towards negative t-values. The bump will eventually (namely when (p > N) 
represent a one-dimensional projection. 
Let us now consider the invertible element e*‘@. Writing it as a periodic 
operator valued function of o E R, we see from (3.4.8), (3.4.9) and (3.4.10) 
that for v, E [0, 1 ] it may be given simply as 
n=-N 
Since each ai is a differentiable function of (p and defines an element in 
Dom Tr G /(L*(R)), it follows that e2”f50 is a differentiable loop in D% Tr. 
We calculate its winding number w (3.3.12) 
(by (3.4.7)) 
= I -m_ [I?,(& t, 0)- fi,(L t, O)] dt= 1.
Using (3.3.11) we conclude that 
a,,( [ p], 0) = the positive generator of K,(C(S’) 0 @5. ‘(IR))). 
This calculation is the algebraic counterpart of the geometric argument of 
Fig. 3.4.2. 
For the calculation of S,(O, [p]) we proceed similarly. Let h’ E C([O, 11) 
satisfy the conditions 
h’(O)=0 
h’(l) = 1. 
It is easily seen that 3’ E C([O, l] x 5” x R), given by 
fl’(x, a, u) = h’(x) * p(-a, u) 
satisfies p&I’) = 0, jJ 0 pi($) = p. 
The winding number of eznid’ f is 1. The geometric picture is a “bump” 
moving away from t = 0, towards positive t-values. This completes the 
computation for 6,. 
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Computation of 6,:K,(B+ @B+)+K,(J,). We have K,(B+ @B+)r 
K,(B+)@ K,(B+). We first compute S,([u], 0), where [u] is the generator of 
Lemma 3.3.2(ii). By (3.3.10) it is sufficient o compute f* 0 a,([~], [ 11). 
By the usual definition, S,([u], [ 11) is the class in K, of 
where (hl <I2 pt, fizz) E Gl,(C*([O, l] x S’, F’)“) satisfies 
As in the computations for 6, we want a preimage which is particularly easy 
to work with. 
Clearly, u’,, E C*([O, l] X S’,F’)“’ is a preimage of (u, 1). It follows from 
Lemma 3.2.1 that zj,, defines a continuous family q -+ F, of operators in 
P(~*(lR)), parametrized by v, E S’, where S’ is identified with the 
transversal {i} X S’ E 10, l[ X S’. 
Assume that u’,, has been so chosen that the operators F, are Fredholm 
operators. Let p, and q, be the projections onto the kernel and cokernel of 
F,, respectively. Then p, and q, are finite dimensional and F, defines an 
isomorphism 
(1 -p,>L2(R)= (1 -q,)LJ(R). 
We denote the inverse of this isomorphism by V,. We extend V, to L*(R) 
by defining it to be 0 on q,L*(R). 
The operator 
is invertible in M*(g(L*(lR))), with inverse 
By the arguments [2, p. 1051, we may by changing F, only by a compact 
operatr ensure that F, be chosen such that (p -+ p, and cp + q, are continuous 
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functions. Then they represent elements in C(S’) @ /(L’(R)), and we may 
choose as a preimage in Gl,(C*([O, l] X S’,F-‘)-) of 
the element whose restriction to IO, 1 [ x S1 E S1 x R is given by the loop 
The expression (3.4.11) now becomes 
Thus f* 0 4([4, PI) = Mb1 - [ql) = r 0 Tr(bl - [cd). Since Tr(b,l - 
IqJ = IndexV’,) is a locally constant function of cp, by [2, p. 1041, it 
follows that for any u, E S’ we have 
r;C 0 6,([u], [ 11) = Index(FJ. (3.4.13) 
We proceed to find a preimage for (u, 1). By (3.3.6), u - 1 E CF(S1 X R) is 
given by 
(a, ?I) + I(+) * l(a) = I(+). 
Hence a preimage of (u, 1) is given by 2 E C,( [0, 1 ] X S1 X IR); satisfying 
(2” - 1)(x, 01, U) = P(x) ’ q-0) (3.4.14) 
where Ho E C([O, 11) satisfies 
HO(x) = 1 when x<{--E 
Ho(x) = 0 when x>f. 
(3.4.15) 
Changing to the flow coordinates ((p, t, u) of (3.2.8), we see that z? acts on 
L2(lR), of the leaf parametrized by o,, by the formula 
(~“SNb 0 = (, 0, t, v) rt(q, t - u) du 
= I [d(t -u) + Ho(t) * I(--@ - u))] v(cp, u) du R 
(V(% -1 E ~2w. 
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(Here Ho is a function of t via (3.2.8). The distribution a(.) is Dirac’s delta- 
function.) 
Thus Go acts as an integral operator with kernel 
qt, u) = s(t - u) + HO(t) * I(-(t - u)). 
By the conditions (3.4.15) we have 
HO(t) = l,-co,o~(t) + cow 
where the function co is bounded and has compact support. Replacing Ho by 
ll- oo,ol therefore only changes zZ” by a compact operator, into zi’ which has 
the kernel 
K’(& u) = 1,-,,,,(t) * (&t - u) + I(-@ - v))) 
+ l,,,,,(t) * w - u>* (3.4.16) 
Using the results of Section 3.7, we see that I’@, e, .) and hence Lo@, a, a) 
defines a Fredholm operator on L’(R) with index 
Index(c’) = Index(zi’) = -winding number of (c- 1 + &--0) 
= 1 
by the definition of 1: 
Thus we have found f* o a,([~], [l]) = 1. 
The computation of t;: o a,([ 11, [a]) proceeds similarly. A preimage in 
C*([O, l] x S’, F’)” of (1, u) is given by z? E C,([O, l] X S’ X IR)-, where 
(2 - 1)(x, a, 0) = H’(x) * Z(-0). 
The function H’ E C([O, 11) satisfies 
H’(x) = 0 when x< 4 
H’(x)= 1 when x2$+&. 
Then, up to a compact perturbation, zi’ acts on L’(iR) of a leaf as an integral 
operator with kernel 
lP(t, u) = 1,-,,,,(t) * 60 - 0) 
+ l[Op&) * w - 0) + l(-(t - v)))- 
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This is a Fredholm operator with index 
Index(C’) = +winding number of ([+ 1 + i(-t;)) 
=-- 1. 
Hence ?* o 4([11, bl)= -1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. 1 
3.4.2. Remark. Since all the algebras of (3.2.6) are crossed products by 
R, the result of Theorem 3.4.1 may also be obtained using the formal 
properties of the Thorn isomorphism of [7]. Let 
O--+J*A*B-0 
be an exact sequence, equivariant with respect o an action a of R. Then by 
[ 7, Lemma I. 1 ] we have the exact sequence 
O-J>~,IR~A)QR~B>Q,IR-O 
where the dual map k is defined by 
W>(u) = W(~>) (f E Cc@, J)> 
and similarly for a^. 
Using the Thorn isomorphism pd we then have the following diagram 
(j E Z/2): 
(3.4.17) 
3.4.3. LEMMA. The diagram (3.4.17) is commutative. 
Proof. The commutativity of the first two squares follows from the 
naturality axiom of the Thorn isomorphism. 
The proof of commutativity of the third square may be reduced to the case 
where a is the trivial action of I?. Then the Thorn isomorphism is given by 
suspension, and the commutativity follows from the definition of the 
connecting maps Sj [37, p. 1701. 1 
The exact sequence (3.2.6) is induced from the equivariant exact sequence 
O+C,(lO, 1[ xs’)+c([o,l]xs’)~c(S1)~c(s~)~o, 
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Hence, by Lemma 3.4.4, we have a commutative diagram 
Kj(c(s') CD c(s')) 6j Kj+ l(cO(]o~ l[ X sl)) 
4 
I I 
ppi+l 
Kj+ ,((C(S') >a.,+ IR) 0 (C(S') >a,+ IR)) *j+' ' Kj(CO(]09 l[ X S’) >a,* IR) 
The isomorphism C,(]O, 1 [ X S’) + C&S’ X iR) = C(S’) @ C&R) induced 
by the flow coordinates (3.2.8) is equivariant for the action id @ I’ on 
C(S*) @ C&R). Let El denote the external product in K-theory, cf. 17, 
Sect. VI], and let [b] be the generator of K,(C,(iR)). Then a generator of 
K,(C(S’) @ C,(R)) (resp. K,(C(S’) @ C&R)) is given by ] I] El [b] (resp. 
101 EJ PI). 
Using [7, Theorem III.3 and Proposition II.71 we find 
(cf. (3.3.10)). 
The results of Theorem 3.4.1 now follow by a simple exercise. 
3.4.4. Remark. By (1.6) the pair (6,, 6,) of Theorem 3.4.1 determines 
(3.2.6) as an element of Ext(B+ @ B, , J,). 
Since we have B, z C(S’) @ R(L*(S’)) (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.3.2), 
we get 
Ext(B+ 0 B,, J,) z Ext(C(S’) @ C(S’), C(S’)). 
From the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 it follows that if we change the orientation 
reversing Reeb component into its opposite (Fig. 3.4.3) while keeping all our 
sign conventions for the K-groups of the ideal and the quotient, we obtain the 
connecting maps 
8,=(-l -1) 
&=(-I 1). 
FIGURE 3.4.3 
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Thus the opposite foliation defines the inverse of the extension (3.2.6) in 
Ext(C(S’) @ C(P), C(P)). 
We note that the results of Theorem 3.4.1 can be obtained modulo the sign 
using only (3.4.2) and exactness. 
3.5. Type I C*-Algebras and Absorbing Extensions 
The theorem below shows that the C*-algebra of the orientation reversing 
Reeb component ([0, 1 ] x S ‘, F;‘) is completely determined by the results of 
Theorem 3.4.1. 
Recall that, for C*-algebras A and B (A nuclear), an extension r 
is said to be absorbing, if r is unitarily equivalent with t @ ,U for any split 
extension ,U (see [24, Sect. 71). By [24, Lemma 7.11 every element of 
Ext(A, B) has an absorbing representative; this representative is unique up to 
unitary equivalence. 
3.5.1. THEOREM. (i) Let ([0, 1 ] x S’, F’) be the orientation reversing 
Reeb component. Then C*([O, l] x S’,F’) is type I and the canonical 
composition series is given by 
or_c*(]o, l[XS’,F’)c=C”((O, l]XS’,F’). 
(ii) The associated exact sequence (3.2.6) is absorbing and is the only 
absorbing extension in Ext(C(S’) @ C(S’), C(S’)) with index 
@cl, 4) = ((1, l), (1, -1)). 
Before giving the proof of this theorem, we shall introduce some notation. 
Define a representation 
xc: C(P) >a,+ R -+ Y(L2(lR)) 
W(f)r)W =j- f(t, v> r(t - v> dv (rl E L*(w) 
where f E C&S’ x IR) is interpreted as a function on IR X IR, periodic in the 
first variable. 
Since nc is the representation used to define C(S’) >a,+ IR, it is faithful. 
We can define representations 
7rrf: c*([o, l] x s’,F’)+Y(LZ(IR)) (i=O, 1) 
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by (cf. (3.2.3)) 
Clearly the representation ’,@ ret has the kernel C*(]O, l[ X S’, F’). A 
faithful representation of C*( [0, 1 ] X S’, F1) is given by 7~: @ rrf @ 
(0 css, Q,&; cf. [8, Proposition VII.51. 
We shall compare the representations xf and x~~,~,~~. For 0 E R we define 
a unitary U, : L’(iR) + L’(iR) by 
and for NE R we define projections pr : L*(R)-+ L*(R) by 
(P!?)(f) = ll-oo,Nl(f) * V(f) 
(PWW = 1 *hww * r(t)- 
3.5.2. LEMMA. ForanyfE C(S‘ >Qk+IR),NE IR, wehaue 
II 7fdf)lI = II PY * ~cdf)II (i = 0, 1). 
Proof: Clearly we have U,, . xc(f). U-,= ncdf) when n E Z, and 
K,p~tl,=p~-” always. 
Hence 
p” * 71’(f) = p;u,x=(jJ UP, 
= u”(py-” . nyf)) u-, . 
Since pf -+ 1 (resp. py + 1) strongly when N-t co (resp. N-t --CO), the 
result follows. I 
3.5.3. Remark. Lemma 3.5.2 shows that 
7c;(C*((O, 11x s’,F*))nR(L*(R))= {O}. 
The unitary U, gives a natural identification L2(Gc,,2,6j)+ L2(Gc,,,,,-,,), 
which almost intertwines the representations ‘I~,,,,,, and 7r(1/2,m-0). 
3.5.4. LEMMA. (i) For any f E C*([O, l] x S’, F’) we have 
II P~(~u,2.m-0)(f) - ~,7+1,2.,,df> u-,)ll-+ 0 when N-~-CD 
II P‘% cll2,4l+df> - U,%,2,d bll =o when N+ 00. 
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(ii) There exists rp,, pi E S’ such thatfor any fE C*([O, I] X S’, F’) 
we have 
II PFx%,2,rp,~ t.0 - 6(f))ll-+ 0 when N + --co 
II Px%,2,ml~ df> - am + 0 when N+ 00. 
Proof: (i) Let f E C,([O, l] x S’ x R). Using the flow coordinates 
(3.2.8) in the interior of the cylinder, it follows from the definition of the 
action A1 of IR that for any E > 0 we can find N,, N, such that for all 8 > 0: 
I ft9 - 0, t, 4 - ft~l, I - e, 41 < E when t < N, 
lf((p--e,t,v)-f(~,t+~,v)l<& when t>N,. 
The result now follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1. 
(ii) Let f E C,([O, l] x S’ x I?). Again, by the definition of 1’ we can 
find oO, or E S’ and N,, N, E R such that 
If(%~ t9 VI - CuJ-)(~~ VI < E when t Q N, 
If(~l,t,V)-(Y10Plf)(f,V)I<& when t>N,. 
Here, as usual, Pif is interpreted as a function on R x F!. The result follows 
as before. I 
3.5.5. LEMMA. Let fE C*([O, I] x S’,F’). The following are 
equivalent. 
to ~cl,2,m,tf) E W*tWfor SOme Q E S’ 
(ii) ~c1,*,df) E WP)P~ all Q E S’ 
(iii) fE C*(]O, l[ X S’,F’) z C(S’) @ /(L*(R)). 
Proof. We only need to prove (i) =S (iii). 
If 7r cl12,,,(f) E 4L2W we have 
P: ’ 71 w2,eu) -+ 0 when N-+--co 
PY * 71 w2,mAn -+ 0 when N+ co. 
Hence by Lemma 3.5.2 and 3.5.4 we have x;(f) = x;(f) = 0. The result 
follows. I 
Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. (i) Since B, is isomorphic to C(S’) @ 
k(L’(S’)), and C(S’) 0 k’(k) is liminal, the exact sequence (3.2.6) shows 
that C*([O, l] x S’,F’) is type Z, cf. [15, Proposition 4.3.41; and 
osr, E c*([o, l] x S’,P’) 
is a composition series for C*([O, I] x S’,F’). 
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We have to prove that J, is the largest liminal ideal in 
c*( [O, l] x s’, F’): 
Let f E C*([O, l] X s’,F’) be such that z(f) is compact for all 
irreducible representations of C*([O, l] x S’, F’). Then in particular 
rr~,,2,m,(f) is compact for all cp E S’. Hence, by Lemma 3.55, f E J,. 
(ii) Let p, : C(S’) @ P(~‘(iR)) + ~‘(L~(il?))/@,*(lR)) be the evalua- 
tion at (p followed by the canonical homomorphism onto the Calkin algebra. 
Let 
II: c*([o, l] x s’, F’) -+ C(S’) @ P(JV(IR)) 
be as in Lemma 3.2.1. Then by Lemma 3.5.5 we have Ker@, 0 z) = J,, and 
thus, in the terminology of [30], the extension (3.2.6) is a homogeneous Si- 
extension. 
Let 
77: c*([o, l] x S’, P>-+ C(S’) @ P(P(lR)) 
be the unital extension of z Since for all f E C*( [0, I] x S’, P) we have 
ndf) # 1, one easily establishes that Ker@, 0 n? = J,. 
Hence the extension 
O~J,~C*([O,~]XS’,F~)“~(B+~B+)“~O (3.2.6)’ 
defines an element of Ext(S’, (B, @ B,)“) of [30, p, 691. (Note that this is 
the element corresponding to (3.2.6) under the isomorphism Ext(X, A “) = 
Ext(A, C(X)) of [36, Theorem 1.41.) 
It now follows from [30, Theorem 2.101 and the proof of [24, Lemma 7. l] 
that the extension (3.2.6) is absorbing. fi 
3.6. The Orientation Preserving Reeb Component 
For the C*-algebra of the orientation preserving Reeb component 
([O, 11 x wJ2) one may proceed as above. 
We have the exact sequence (cf. (3.2.4)) 
O+J,+C*([O, l] x S’,F’)*B+ @B+ +O. (3.6.1) 
Choosing the generators of K,(C(S’) @R(L~(IR))) and K,(B+ @B+) as 
before, and defining the generators of K,(C*([O, l] x S’, F*)) EZ via the 
Thorn isomorphism as in Lemma 3.3.1, the K-theory exact sequence 
Kl(Jz) - K,(C*([o, l] x sl,F2))=X*(B+ OB,) 
T I 
(3.6.2) 
&(~+ 0 B+) -KK,(C*([O, l] x S’,P)) - KAJA 
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may be written as 
(3.6.3) 
Then the connecting maps 
S,=(l -1) 
6,=(1 -1) 
may be found as in Theorem 3.4.1, and in complete analogy with 
Theorem 3.5.1 we find: 
3.6.1. THEOREM. (i) Let ([0, l] X S’, F*) be the orientation preserving 
Reeb component. Then C*([O, l] x S’, F*) is type I and the canonical 
composition series is given by 
0~ C*(]O, l[ x S’,F*)c, C*([O, l] x S’,F*). 
(ii) The associated exact sequence (3.6.1) is absorbing and is the only 
absorbing extension in Ext(C(S’) 0 C(S’), C(S’)) with index 
(&, 4j= ((1 -11, (1 -1)). 
3.1. The Index of Wiener-Hopf Operators 
For completeness we include here some well known results on Wiener- 
Hopf operators, needed in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. 
Wiener-Hopf operators are defined on the Hardy space H*(lR) G L*(lR) as 
follows. Let P be the projection of L*(R) onto H*(R), and let ylE L”O(IR), 
then the Wiener-Hopf operator W, on H*(R) is defined by 
w* = Ph ILfq R) 
where M, is the operator of pointwise multiplication by IJI. 
Let us consider the Fourier transform I&‘* of W,, 
Iv* =sTw*r’. 
This is an integral operator on L*([O, co [), 
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where f = 3, the Fourier transform of w. (If necessary, 3 is to be taken in 
the distribution sense, then the convolution product is defined for 
rl E cw~ CQ [I.> 
3.7.1. PROPOSITION. When f E C&R)” is invertible, the operator (3.7.1) 
is Fredholm with index equal to the winding number of j? 
Proox Using the Cayley transform one may define an isometry of L*(lR) 
onto L*(S’), mapping Hz@) onto the Hardy space H*(S’) [ 14, p. 821. 
Under this transformation W,,, is mapped into a Toeplitz operator. The result 
now follows from the index theorem for Toeplitz operators [ 16, p. 1851. I 
Note that for w E C&R); the definition 
w;= (1 -P)~&-P,LqIR) 
gives a Fredholm operator on (1 - P) L*(R), and 
Index ( Wi) = -Index ( W,). 
Also note that the operators PM,(l -P) and (1 - P) M,P on L*(lR) are 
compact. 
4. K-THEORY FOR FOLIATIONS OF T* 
4.1. Statement of Results 
We shall consider here first the foliation (T*, F’) by one orientation 
reversing Reeb component, obtained by identifying the two ends of the 
foliated cylinder Fig. 3.1.1. Using Lemma 2.3.1 it is easy to see that 
C*(T*, I;‘) may be obtained as a tibered product (cf. (3.2.3) and (3.2.4)) 
C*(T’, F’) ----+B+ 
where y’: B + + B- is defined by 
w-f)(a~ VI = f(a, -VI df E C,(S’ x IF?)). 
Using $J of (3.2.6) we get the diagram 
C*(T*, F’) ------+B+ 
I id Qfo,‘=u, 
(4.1.1) 
(4.1.2) 
(4.1.3) 
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The associated Mayer-Vietoris sequence is 
K,(C*(T2, F’)) - K,(B+ @A,)==-+K,(B+ @I#+) 
T I (4.1.4) 
K&l+ @B+)+==K@+ @A,) - K,(C*(T2, I;‘)) 
Using the generators of Lemma 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 we get 
K,(C”(T2, F’)) - rn@ZEZ@Z 
T I 
(4.15) 
Z@Zt=-=a@Z +----Ko(C*(lr2, F’)) 
The map cl. can be determined directly, the map u2* follows from 
Lemma 3.3.3. One finds that u,, -o,, is given by the matrices 
on K,, onK,. (4.1.6) 
For the orientation preserving Reeb component on T2, coming from 
Fig. 3.1.2, one obtains the pullback diagram by changing 7 into id in (4.1.1) 
and changing the action of IR into A2. The matrices of the corresponding 
maps cl. - u2* are given by 
on K,, on K,. (4.1.7) 
Obviously we have similar situations for any foliation of T2 by Reeb 
components and with no stable compact leaves. Now Theorem 4.1.1 follows 
by combining the above with Theorem 3.5.1, Theorem 3.6.1 and the diagram 
(2.35). 
4.1.1. THEOREM. For foliations (T2, F) of the 2-torus with no stable 
compact leaves we have 
@) 
K,(C*(T’, F)) = Z/2 
K,(C*(T’, F)) = Z/2 I 
when the foliation is 
not transversely oriented 
K,(C*(T’, F)) = Z @ Z 
1 
when the foliation is 
K,(C*(T2, F)) = Z @ Z transversely oriented. 
(ii) When there is exactly one compact leaf, the natural extension 
O+C(S’)@~(L2(IR))+C*(T2,F)-+B++0 (4.1.8) 
580/61/l-4 
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corresponds to the canonical composition series for the type I P-algebra 
C*(T2, F). The extension is absorbing, and the K-theory connecting maps 
Sj : Z -+ Z are given by 
6,= 2 
I 
when the foliation is not 
6,=2 transversely oriented 
s, = 0 
I 
when the foliation is 
6, =o transversely oriented. 
4.1.2. Remark. The results of (ii) are expressed using the same 
conventions as in Theorem 3.5.1. We note that the opposite orientation of the 
pattern of the orientation reversing Reeb component gives rise to the inverse 
extension (6,,, 6,) = (-2, -2). For the transversely oriented case we note that 
since the extension is absorbing, (6,, 6,) = (0,O) implies that the extension is 
split. Of course, the K-groups for the transversely oriented case can be 
obtained directly from the Thorn isomorphism. 
4.1.3. THEOREM. For foliations (T2, F(n)) of the 2-torus with n Reeb 
components separated by components of stable compact leaves we have 
K,(C*(T’, F(n))) = 0 
I 
when the foliations is 
K,(C*(T*, F(n))) = Z/2 @ Z” not transversely oriented 
K0(C*(T2, F(n))) = Z 
I 
when the foliation is 
K,(C*(T2, F(n))) = L @ Z” transversely oriented. 
4.1.4. Remark. Note that the Euler characteristic always recovers the 
number of separated Reeb components. 
4.1.5. THEOREM. There exists a P-foliation (T2, F(a)) of the 2-torus 
such that K,(C*(T’, F(a))) has inJinite rank. 
We shall prove Theorem 4.1.3 and 4.1.5 in the following sections. Note 
that the graph of these foliations is not Hausdorff. 
4.2. Foliations of T2 with Stable Compact Leaves 
In addition to Figs. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we shall now study the component 
([0, l] x S’,F3) of stable compact leaves of Fig. 3.1.3. Clearly 
C*([O, l] x S’, F3) z C([O, 11) @ k(L2(S’)). 
The K-groups are K,(C([O, 11) @ /(L’(S’))) z L with generator [ 1 @ q], 
where q E A(L2(S1)) denotes a one-dimensional projection and 
K,(C([O, I]) @ A(L’(S’)) = 0. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1.3. The result of Theorem 4.1.3 follows from the 
calculation for the foliation (T’, F(n)) obtained from the foliation of 
[0, 2n] x S’ given by Fig. 4.2.1. Clearly, the graph of this foliation is not 
Hausdorff, cf. Proposition 2.1.1. However, one may still obtain the 
associated C*-algebra as the fibered product 
n-l 
C*(T’,F(n))~ @ C([2k+ 1,2k+2] xS’)>a,+S’ 
k=O 
PZ 01 (4.2.1) 
n-1 
@ C([2k,2k+ 1;XS’)&R O* “--l 
L 
- @ (C(P) >a,, s1 0 C(S’) x;l+ w 
k=O k=O 
where the homomorphisms o, and u2 are given by 
u2= c (Ko~2k@iCo~o~2k+1)9 
k=O 
the homomorphism KY: C(S’) >a,+ R + C(S’) >a,+ S’ being given by 
(VW, l-9 = zz 0, B + k) U-E ccts’ x WI (4.2.2) 
cf. (2.3.2). 
Choosing generators as usual, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of (4.2.1) is 
K,(C*tT*, en)> - hn@o -000 
i I 
(4.2.3) 
(Z @ Z)” E (Z @ Z)” - K,(C*(T*, F(n)) 
We note that the Euler characteristic x = -n of C*(T*,F(n)) may be 
recovered immediately from (4.2.3). 
2 2n-1 
FIGURE 4.2.1 
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Keeping track of the summands, we easily find from (4.1.6) for the K,- 
groups, that the map u,, - u2* : (Z @ 12)’ -+ (Z @ Z)” is given by the matrix 
in M&), 
c1 
-1 
u,* - u2* = 
-- 
0 
1 
1 1 
-1 
0 
-1 
1’ 
0 
1, 
The determinant is 
det(u,, - u2*) = 1 - (-1)” = 2 when n is odd 
=o when n is even. 
In both cases u,, - u2, contains a (2n - 1) x (2n - 1) matrix of determinant 
1. It follows that 
K,(C*(T*, F(n))) = 0 when n is odd 
=Z when n is even 
K,(C*(T*, F(n))) = Z/2 @ Z” when n is odd 
=Z@Z” when n is even. 
This proves Theorem 4.1.3. I 
Let us discuss the generators of K*(C*(T’, F(n))). Clearly the generator 
[P] E K,(C*(T’, F(n))) when n is even satisfies p,* @ p&‘]) = 
(1, 0, L..., l,O), i.e., it is supported by all the Reeb components. Further 
information on [P] then follows from Lemma 3.3.3. For each of the 
n Reeb components [2k, 2k + 1 ] there is a unique generator [U,] of 
K,(C*(T*, F(n))) which is supported by [2k, 2k + 11, i.e., is mapped onto 
the generator of K,(C*([2k, 2k + l] x S’,F’)). Besides these n generators of 
K,(C*(T*, F(n))) there is a generator ,U coming from the cokernel of 
u,* - u2*. The latter generator has order 2 when n is odd. We shall see in 
Section 6.3 that it is the fundamental class of C*(T’, F(n)). 
One obtains a better understanding of the fundamental class from studying 
the exact sequence of C*(T’,F(n)), 
0-i (J10 C,(lL 2[)0 WWN” 
+ C*f12, F(n))+ (B, @II+)” + 0. (4.2.4) 
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This extension is of course obtained from the saturated open set 
U:“=i’]k,k+ l[ XS’ in T’. 
The K-theory exact sequence may be written 
(Z @ Z)” - K,(C*(T*, J’(n))) - (Z 0 Z)” 
I 81 (4.2.5) 
(rn @ Z)” - K,(C*(T*, F(n))) - (12 0 v 
With an appropriate fibered product expression for C*(T*,F(n)) we may 
place ourselves in the situation (2.3.4), so as to obtain the connecting maps 
of (4.2.5) using basically only the results of Section 3. 
We are mainly interested in 6,, the matrix of this map may be best 
illustrated graphically by Fig. 4.2.2. We see that the fundamental class ,u is 
the image of the cokernel of 6,, thus it may be taken as the image of the 
positive generator of K,(C,(]O, I[ X S’) MA1 IR) = K,(C(S’) @ lg(L’(lR))), 
which is equivalent o the image of the positive generator of K,(C,(] 1, 2[) @ 
@*(S’))), which is equivalent to the image of the negative generator of 
K,(C,(]2,3[ x S’) >a,, R), etc. 
Of course, when n is odd the signs do not matter. 
4.2.1. Remark. The extension (4.2.4) corresponds to the canonical 
composition series for the type I C*-algebra C*(‘TT*,F(n)), cf. 
Theorem 3.5.1. It is easily seen that this extension is not absorbing. Other 
exact sequences arising naturally for C*(T*, F(n)) may be studied by similar 
methods. 
4.3. The infinite case 
For a proof of Theorem 4.1.5 it is sufficient to show that Theorem 4.1.3 
passes to the case of a foliation of T* by infinitely many Reeb components 
separated by stable compact leaves. 
4.3.1. EXAMPLE. Let us show how to construct a P-foliation 
(T *, F( co)) with infinitely many orientation preserving Reeb components 
separated by stable compact leaves. Using Construction 3.1.1 this is 
equivalent o constructing an appropriate diffeomorphism w: S’ -+ S’. 
(1,l) (1,-I) (1,l) (1,-l) Cl,11 (1,-l) Cl,11 --- 
. . . 
--- 
x=0 1 2 3 4 2n-1 2n 
FIGURE 4.2.2 
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Let v/o E Cr(]O, I[) be a “bump-function,” max,,,, i (&(x)l < 1. Let 
be the diffeomorphism given by g,(x) = n(n -f 1) . x - n. 
We define ‘yi on IO, I[ by 
W11~1/~2n+1M/2” I G = 2qn + 1) * woo g2n (n = 1, 2, 3,...) 
where G(x) = e- I@. 
Then vi is a P-function on IO, l[ and w = id + w1 defines a 
diffeomorphism of S’ with the desired properties. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.5. In the foliation (T’, F(a)) of Example 4.3.1 we 
may clearly assume that there are stable compact leaves on the cylinders 
[ 
1 1 
2n’G I XS’ 
and orientation preserving Reeb components on the cylinders 
[ 
1 1 
x-q’1 1 x s’. 
We may then consider for C*(T’,F(co)) the exact sequence 
03C*(]0,1[XS1,F(oO))~C*(T2,F(cO))-+~+~0. (4.3.1) 
Let .I(“) = C*(]l/(2n + l), 1[ x S’,F(oo)), then 
Ch(]O, I[ x s’, F(a))) = 6 Jcn,. 
n=1 
Hence K,(C*(]O, 1 [ X S’, F(co))) = 0 
K,(C*(]O, 11 x S’,F(oo)))=liIJK,(J,,,)= H”O. 
In K-theory (4.3.1) gives the exact sequence 
z”3 - qc*p2, F(a))) ----+ z 
so=0 I I 
.I? c- K,(C*(lr*, F(a))) - 0 
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The connecting map 6, = 0 easily follows from Theorem 3.6.1. We find 
K,(C*(cF(=4) = z 
K,(C*(lF, (c0))) = z 0 zrn 
(4.3.2) 
with the generators described as for K*(C*(T*, F(n))) in Section 4.2. In 
particular this proves Theorem 4.1.5. 1 
A useful alternative xact sequence for C*(T*,F(oo)) is 
o -, J+ C*(T*, F(co)) -, B -+ 0 (4.3.3) 
where 
J=C, rj ( 1 1 L- n=l 2n 2n-1 [ 1 xs’ xn+S’ 
= c, iJl -$ A[) 0 4~*w)) ( 1 
and 
B=C ((WJ g[&$I) xq >QMR* 
4.3.2. Remark. Clearly the procedure of Example 4.3.1 allows us to 
obtain diffeomorphisms of S’ which are equal to the identity on a Cantor 
set. However, it is also clear that the K-groups of the induced foliation on T* 
remain equal to those of (4.3.2). In general we have the exact sequence of 
(4.3.3) where 
J=.C(V’) @ fqL*(s’)) 
B=C(LxS’)x,IR 
withL={xES’j~(x)#x}-, V’=(S’w)xS’. 
5. K-THEORY FOR SOME FOLIATIONS OF ~-MANIFOLDS 
5.1. ClassiJication of Foliations of.3-Manifolds by Reeb Components 
Let V be an oriented compact n-manifold. In the terminology of [34], a 
codimension-one foliation F of V is called a Reeb foliation if F is orientable, 
each leaf of F in the interior of V is homeomorphic to IR”-I, and if aV# 0 
each component of aV is a leaf of F homeomorphic to T”-‘. Rosenberg and 
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Roussarie have studied the case dim V= 3 [33]. They prove that if a 3 
manifold V admits a Reeb foliation, then V is diffeomorphic to T3, 
[0, 11 X T* or D* X S’. Further they show that S3 is the only oriented 
compact simply connected 3-manifold that admits a foliation by planes and 
tori. 
The Reeb foliations of 3-manifolds have been classified up to topological 
equivalence, cf. [5,33,34]. 
The K-theory of the C*-algebras associated to the Reeb foliations of T3 
and [0, I] X T2 is discussed in several papers. Since the C*-algebras are 
given as the crossed product of C(n”) and C( [0, 1 ] x T*) with IR *, the K- 
groups follow from [7]. For T3 another obvious reference is [31]. For 
[0, 1 ] x 8’ we note that the C*-algebra is strongly Morita equivalent o the 
crossed product of the C*-algebra of the Reeb foliation of [0, l] x S’ by a 
single automorphism. Thus we may again refer to [3 11. 
By [33] all Reeb foliations of D* X S’ are topologically equivalent o the 
foliation given by Fig. 5.1.1. Obviously this foliation may be obtained by 
rotating around the dotted axis the half Reeb component of Fig. 5.1.2. A 
foliation of the 3-sphere S3 by planes and tori may be obtained by gluing 
together two full tori, foliated as Fig. 5.1.1. This foliation, which contains a 
single compact leaf, is often called the Reeb foliation of S3. A foliation of S3 
containing stable compact leaves is obtained from the foliation of D* X S’ 
defined by Fig. 5.1.3. 
We shall discuss these foliations in Section 5.2. Of course foliations of 
D’ X S’ and S3 with more Reeb components may be studied in the same 
way. 
Finally we note that the Reeb foliation of D* x S’ is an important 
component in the construction of codimension-one foliations of 3-manifolds, 
cf. [25]. 
5.2. Statement of Results 
Let us discuss first the foliations of D* x S’ given by Figs. 5.1.2 and 
5.1.3. 
Consider the open submanifold (0’ \{O}) x S’ of D* X S1 with the 
induced foliation. Then there is an obvious Morita equivalence between the 
FIGURE 51.1 FIGURE 5.1.2 FIGURE 5.1.3 
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C*-algebras C*((D*\{O}) x S’,F) and C*(D* x S’,I;), hence they are 
isomorphic [22]. This is in accordance with intuition since these two 
algebras represent he same leaf space. 
It is easily verified that the foliation ((D* \{O}) X S’, FReeb) induced by the 
Reeb foliation of D* x S’ is given by an action of S’ X IR such that 
C*((D*\{O}) x S1,FReeb)r C(S’) >a,+ S’ 0 C,(]O, l] X S’) >QA R
g R(L*(s~))o c,(]o, 11 x sl) >Q~ R. (5.24 
Hence, for an understanding of K,(C*(D* x S’, FReeb)) we only need to 
consider C,(]O, I] x S’) >a, iR, which is the C*-algebra of the half Reeb 
component of Fig. 5.1.2. 
Likewise, the C*-algebra of the foliation of D* X S’ with stable compact 
leaves given by Fig. 5.1.3, is stably isomorphic to the C*-algebra of the 
foliation of ]0,2] x S’ in Fig. 5.1.3. 
Now Proposition 5.2.1 follows from K,(C,(]O, 11)) = 0, the Thorn 
isomorphism and the calculations of Section 4.2. 
5.2.1. PROPOSITION. For the foliations (D* X S’, F) of Fig. 5.1.2 or 5.1.3 
we have 
K,(C*(D* x S’, F)) = 0. 
Now let us discuss the Reeb foliation (S3, FReeb) of S3. It has one 
compact leaf T*, namely the common boundary of the two full tori from 
which the foliation is constructed. We shall denote these tori by (V, , F,) and 
(V29F2). 
The ideal in C*( Vi, Fi) associated to the interior of the full torus Vi we 
shall henceforth denote by Ji. We have 
Ji S C(S’) @ R(L*(R*)) (i = 1, 2). (5.2.2) 
The manifolds-with-boundary V, and V, induce holonomy homomorphisms 
of the fundamental group n,(S’ x S’) = Z 0 Z of the boundary leaf, with 
kernels 0 @ Z and Z 0 0, respectively. Thus the compact leaf has holonomy 
covering IR x I?, and the graph of the foliation (S3,FReeb) is non-Hausdorff 
at this leaf. 
The ideal in C*(S3, FReeb) associated to the interior of the two full tori 
gives the exact sequence 
O~J10J2~C*(S3,F,,,,)-tB+OB+~0. (5.2.3) 
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In K-theory we get the exact sequence 
Z@Z - K,tC*(S3~~~,,d) - zgm 
I I 
61 
so (5.2.4) 
ii!@% --&*(S3, Fm,>> - Z@Z 
The generators of the K-groups of the ideal and quotient are given by 
Lemma 3.3.4 and Lemma 5.3.1 below. 
5.2.2. THEOREM. The K-groups of C*(S3, FReeb) are 
K,tC*tS3, FmJ> = z 
K,(C*P3~F~,,,)) = z 
and the connecting maps of (5.2.4) are given by matrices 
(5.2.5) 
(5.2.6) 
For the C*-algebra of the foliation (S3, FStable) defined by Fig. 5.1.3 we 
find the natural exact sequence 
0-r C,(]L 2110 4(~*(~*))0J1 OJ, 
+ c*ts3, Fstad 
+ B, @ k(L*(S’)) @ @*(S’)) @B+ -+ 0. (5.2.7) 
This corresponds to the canonical composition series for the type I C*- 
algebra C* (S3, listable), cf. Remark 4.2.1. 
5.2.3. THEOREM. The K-theory exact sequence of (5.2.7) is given by 
Z@Z@Z- K,tC*(S3&tad) - zgz 
(1; +] Is,= (-8 -S) 
Z@Z- &tC*(S3&tad - O@Z@H 
In particular 
KdC*(S3v Fstatd) = 0 
K,(C*(S3, Fstatd) = z. 
5.2.4. Remark. Note that for both (S3, FRe,,,) and (S3, Fstable) the 
generator of K, is given by the transversal orientation. This is the 
fundamental class; cf. Section 6.4. 
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5.3. Proof of Results 
For the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 we need a description of the generators of 
the K-groups of B, @ B, . 
Let [p], [p’] be the generators of the two copies of K,(B+) and let [u], 
[u’] be the generators of the two copies of K,(B+). Using the external 
product in K-Theory we have (cf. [7, Appendix 21). 
5.3.1. LEMMA. (i) K,(B+ @ B,) G Z @ Z is generated by 
[PI El WI = b 0 P’l and [u] El [u’]. 
(ii) K,(B+ @B+) = Z @ H is generated by 
[u]O [p’]= [uOp’+ 10(1 -p’)] 
and 
[p]O[u’]=[p@u’+(l-p)Ol]. 
Proof. This follows from the Kiinneth product formula. Note that by [7, 
Appendix 21, [u] q [u’] is given by 
h,,(u@ 1, 1 @ u’) h,,(u @ 1, 1 @ u’) 
h,,(u @ 1, 1 @ u’) h,,(u @ 1, 1 @ u’) H-K 31 
where 
is a continuous mapping of degree one of T2 into P,(C) c Proj M2(c). 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.2. We shall find the connecting maps 6, and 6, 
using the procedure of (2.3.5). 
Since the holonomy from one side of the compact leaf is not a subgroup of 
the holonomy from the other side, we cannot immediately express 
C*(S3,FReeb) as a fibered product of simpler algebras. However, we may 
proceed by a two-step procedure. 
Let the C*-algebra E, be given as the fibered product 
E,-B+OB+ 
I O’ Iid@ 
(5.3.1) 
c*w,?F,) -B+ 0 C(S’) MA+ S’ 6, 
where IC is given by (4.2.2) and ,G, is the restriction to the boundary (r = 1) 
of 0’~ S’= V,. 
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Likewise, let E, be given as the fibered product 
E,-B+OB+ 
I u2 Pd 
c*(v,, F*> -
i, 
C(P) >a,+S’O B, 
(5.3.2) 
Then C*(S3,FReeb) may be obtained as the fibered product: 
C*(S3, F teed * E, 
P2 
I I 
(71 (5.3.3) 
&---+B+OB+ *2 
For the Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to (5.3.1) we easily find 
(id 0 KMPI El WI) = 1 and 
(id 0 ~)d[~l E WI> = 1 and 
(id 0 K)*([u] El [u’]) = 0 
(5.3.4) 
(id 0 rc)*([E)] El [u’]) = 0. 
Thus K,(E,) z H and K,(E,) z Z, and the generator [q,] of K,(E,) satisfies 
a,,[q,] = [a] El [u’], while the generator [u,] of K,(E,) satisfies o,*[ui] = 
IPI0 b’l. 
For the generators [q2] and [uz] of K,(E,) we find similarly u2, [q2] = 
[u] El [u’] and u2* [vz] = [u] El [p’]. 
For (5.3.3) we then get a Mayer-Vietoris sequence, where cr,* - 6,. gives 
an isomorphism on K,, and on K, the image of u,, - u2* is generated by 
[u] H [u’]. In particular this proves (5.2.5). 
For J, of (5.2.2) we have the exact sequence 
and likewise for J,. 
Thus we have a commutative diagram as in (2.3.5) 
K,@+ oB+$k+,(J,) 
(id On)* 
I 0 
K,(B+ 0 C(S’) >a,+ S’) SJ, Kj+ l(Jl> 
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and likewise for J2 (with connecting maps I!$*) and S;‘). By the pull back 
diagram (53.3) it then follows that we have the commutative diagram 
Using the formulae (5.3.4) and the connecting maps of Section 3.4 we 
readily find 
4dbl El WI> = C-19 -1) 
4([ul El WI) = c-19 0) 
and 
and 
MUI El [u’l> = (O,O> 
&([Pl El [u’]) = (0, -1). 
(5.3.5) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.2. a 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.3. The foliation (S3,FStable) is in fact easier to 
treat than the foliation (S3,FReeb), since we can immediately obtain 
C”(S39 Fstad as a fibered product. The K-theory exact sequence for (5.2.6) 
now follows by the usual methods. We note that the K-groups of 
C”P39 ~‘Stable ) may be obtained without calculation from the fibered product 
expression 
c*cs39 Fstable) - c*w x s’, ~‘Stad 
I I 
c*p* x s’, Fstable) - C(P) >a,+ s’ @ C(P) >a,+ s’ 
using Proposition 5.2.1. However, the exact sequence (5.2.7) provides more 
information on the generator of K,(C*(S, FStable)). 1 
6. PROOF OF BAUM AND CONNES'CONJECTURE FOR SOME FOLIATIONS 
6.1. Generalities on the Map p: K*,,(BG) -+ K*(C*(V, F)) 
In [9, Sects. 9-l 1) Connes associates to a foliated manifold (I’, F) a 
geometric group K*,,(BG) and defines a homomorphism 
P : K*,,(BG)+ KJC*(K 0. 
Here BG is the classifying space of the graph G of (I’, F) and r is the bundle 
on BG induced by the transverse bundle to the foliation. K*,,(BG) is K- 
homology with compact support, twisted by r. The basic cycles are triples 
W, E, f 1, where 
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(1) M is a compact manifold 
(2) E is a complex vector bundle on M 
(3) f: M+ BG is K-oriented, i.e., there is a spine-structure on 
TM@f*(z). 
A map M+ BG determines a G-principal bundle, hence is equivalent o 
giving a map from M to the leaf space of (V, F), i.e., f: M+ V/F in the 
terminology of [9, Sect. 91. The map p is defined by [ 12, Corollary 4.111 
&KE,f)= [El C&f! EK*(V/F)* 
where f! E KK(M, V/F) is given by f! = j! &, g! for any factorization 
f = g o j through a K-oriented submersion g: W-+ V/F [ 12, Definition 4.91. 
It is conjectured [9, Sect. 121 that lu is an isomorphism when the 
holonomy group has no torsion. The conjecture is verified there for foliations 
satisfying Proposition 2.1.6, or Proposition 2.1.5 with H a solvable simply 
connected Lie group. 
The element ,@!f, E, f) E K*(V/F) is particularly simple to describe in 
the following three cases: 
Case I. When M is a transversal N, and f: N-t V/F is given by the 
inclusion i: N-t V. This case follows from the map i!: K*(N)+ K*(V/F) 
constructed in [9, Sect. 81. 
Case II. When M is a point, we may choose an open transversal N and 
factorize pt -+‘N+’ V/F. Hence this case essentially reduces to Case I. 
If q is the codimension of (V, F) we take N z R4. Then s! E K4(N) is the 
(Bott) generator [b,]. Hence 
lu(MEf)=i! U&J). 
This is the fundamental class of [9, p. 5881. 
Case III. When M = V and f is the canonical map V 4 V/F. Then 
&%4, E, f) = Ind,(D,), where D, is the Dirac operator along the leaves with 
coefficients in E [ 11, Theoreme 61. 
In the case of a trivial foliation of V by points, the map p becomes the 
Poincare duality isomorphism (6.1.4). For completeness we recall some well 
known results. 
Let V be a K-oriented compact n-manifold. The Dirac operator on V 
defines an element D E K,(v). Let d: V -+ V x V be the diagonal map, then 
d,(D) E K,(V x V). 
* We write K*(C*( V, F)) = K*( V/F). 
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Poincare duality in K-theory is given by the map 
Note that d,(D) E K,(V X V) = KK,(V X V, it) is given by the 
correspondence3 (cf. [ 12, Sect. III]) 
VXV+eV-pt. 
Hence Poincare duality in K-theory is the duality between the correspon- 
dences 
and 
V&4-pt inK,(V) 
(6.1.1) 
ptcMLV in K*(V). 
In particular Poincare duality K,(V) + K*(V) is given by (M, E,f) I-+ 
PlO,f!. 
For non-oriented manifolds, Poincare duality is preserved if we twist by 
the tangent bundle. In K-theory this takes the following form [ 12, 
Corollary 3.61 
K’(V)% K,(TV) 4 (6.1.2) 
where the isomorphism is given by the correspondences 
a,:ptc v-d’ TVX v (4x) = ((x9 3 xl> 
P,: Vx TV&TV-pt (4-T 0) = (x3 (x9 0). 
Let r be a vector bundle on V. Then KC,,,(V) = K$@r, Sr), where (Bt, Sr) is 
the unit ball, unit sphere bundle pair for r [lo]. When V is compact it is 
clear (using the 5-lemma) that K*(Br, St) = K*(Br/Sr) = K* (total space of 
r), where the latter is (Kasparov) K-homology with non-compact support. In 
particular we have 
Kt,dV) = Ki(TV> (6.1.3) 
3 When the bundle is trivial we omit the reference. 
4 Here K,(TV) = KK,(TV, it) is K-homology with non-compact support. In the following 
K-homology with compact support will be denoted by KE,(.). 
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Let (N, E, g) be a cycle for K,(TI’), we may assume that g is transversal to 
the O-section of TV. Let A4 = g-’ (O-section of TV), f = g,,, then 
(M,f,E,,) defines a cycle for K ,,&I/) and all cycles are obtained this way, 
cf. [ 10, Sect. VI]. 
Now one easily verifies that the Poincart duality map 
iu: &,TYw+m-) 
obtained by composing (6.1.2) and (6.1.3) is given by 
P(M, E,f) = [El c&f!. 
(6.1.4) 
(6.15) 
When I’ is non-compact, we still have the isomorphism 
p: Kf,TY(V)‘K’(V) 
given by (6.1.5). 
For a manifold V with boundary aI’, we let ri= V\aV. 
6.1.1. PROPOSITION. Let V be a compact K-oriented manifold-with- 
boundary, dim V = n. We have Poincare’ duality 
K’(I/) ~ K,_i(~ 
K’(p) z K,-JV). 
The Poincare’dual of [(M,E,f)] E K’(o is [(M, E,f)] E K,_i(~. 
ProojI The isomorphism is obtained using [24, Theorems 4.4, 4.51 and 
obvious correspondences in KK(p x D, pt) and KK(pt, v X 0). Here D 
denotes the double of the manifold V. 1 
6.2. Description of the Generators of K*,,(BG) for V= T* 
In this section we shall describe the generating cycles for KJBG), where 
G is the graph of the foliations (a’, F) by Reeb components. The description 
of BG up to weak homotopy equivalence and a calculation of K*,,(BG) was 
given by Penington [29]. Our description of BG follows [29]. 
Let us first consider the case of foliations (T’,F) by Reeb components 
with no stable compact leaves. 
Let G be the graph of (i7*, F), and let (G, F’) be the foliation given by the 
fibers of the submersion G + T*. Let G’ be the graph of (G, F’). The 
exponential map gives a continuous functor G’ + G, thus defines a map 
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BG’ + BG. This map is a weak homotopy equivalence. The inclusion 
T2 -+ BG’ is a homotopy equivalence. Hence we have a map 
c+rT’+BG 
which is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
The map rp is defined by a map cp’: T2 + T’/F. 
(6.2.1) 
6.2.1. PROPOSITION. The map rp’: T2 -+ T2/F is the quotient of the 
identity map T2 -+ T2. 
The bundle r on T2 z BG is simply the transverse bundle to the foliation. 
The K-groups K*,,(T’) have been calculated by Penington [29]. We shall 
need the following explicit description of the generators, which is an easy 
consequence of [29]. 
When (T’, F) is obtained from the foliated cylinder [0, l] x S’, we denote 
the generators of n1(K2) by 
a: s’ + { pt} x s’ E lr2 (6.2.2) 
p:s*+ [O, l] x {pt}/“ET2. (6.2.3) 
6.2.2. PROPOSITION. (i) When t is not oriented, 
K&T’)= H/2 is generated by (S’,a) 
K,,JT’) = E/2 is generated by (pt, s). 
(ii) When 5 is oriented, 
K,,,(T’) = Z @ Z is generated by (S’, a) and (S’, /?) 
K,,,(T’) = Z @ Z is generated by (pt, s) and (a’, id). 
ProoJ By Section 6.1, K*,,@‘) = K*(r). 
Clearly C,,(r) is given as the fibered product 
Co(r) - C,(S’ x R) 
I I 
id@y=a, (6.2.4) 
C,([O, 11 x s’ x R) * C,(S’ x R) 0 c&P x R) 
where c2 = puo @ ~1~ is the restriction map and the map y: C,(S’ X R) + 
C,,(S’ x R) is the identity when r is oriented, and given by 
Wk t> = fh -0 (6.2.5) 
when t is not oriented. 
580/61/l-5 
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In K-homology we get the exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
K,(S’ x R) @ K,(S’ x R) = K,([O, I] x s’ x R) 0 K,(S’ x RI + K,(r) 
I I 
K,(r)tK,([O, l] x S’ x lF?)@K,(S’ x IR)+J==K,(S’ x %OK,(S’ x R 
(6.2.6) 
The generators of K*(S’ x I?) are given via Bott periodicity from the cycle 
(S’, id) for K,(S’) and the cycle (pt, s) for K,(S’). With these generators 
(6.2.6) becomes 
Z@.z~Z@Z -K,(r) 
I I (6.2.7) 
K,(r) - z@z2==z@z 
When r is not oriented, cr,* - u,, is given by the matrix ( -: I :) both on K, 
and K,. 
This proves (i). 
When r is oriented, o,, - u2+ is given by the matrix ( -: - :) both on K, 
and K,. This gives K*,,(T’) together with the generators corresponding to 
those of (i). Further information on the generators is obtained via the Thorn 
isomorphism [ 121, K’(r) E K’+ ‘(T’) together with Poincart duality. This 
gives (ii). 1 
Now let us consider the foliations (T’, F(n)) of 7’ by n Reeb components 
separated by stable compact leaves. As above, one finds that the Reeb 
components ([0, I] x S’, F keeb) have classifying space weakly homotopy 
equivalent to [0, 1 ] x S’, and the stable component has classifying space 
homotopy equivalent to [0, 11. Clearly, the analogue of Proposition 6.2.1 
holds. Let G, be the graph of (T2, F(n)). By [29] one may use a Mayer- 
Vietoris construction to obtain BG, up to weak homotopy equivalence as a 
necklace X,, of n 2-spheres as in Fig. 1.2, each sphere corresponding to a 
Reeb component. 
The K-homology K?,(X,) is calculated in (291. Let i,: S2 -+ X,, 
(k = l,..., n) be the function that maps S2 onto the kth sphere in X,. 
For the generators we then have 
6.2.3. PROPOSITION. (i) When z is not oriented, K,,,(X,) = 0 and 
K,,,(X,,) = Z/2 @ Z” is generated by the n cycles (S2, i,J, k = l,..., n, and the 
fundamental class (pt, s). The fundamental class has order 2 in K,,,(X,,). 
(ii) When z is oriented, K,,,(X,) = Z is generated by (,!?I,@ and 
K,,,(X,,) = Z 0 Z” is generated by (S*, ik), k = l,..., n, and the fundamental 
class (pt, s). Here the fundamental class has infinite order. 
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PrmJ Let V, be a string of n 2-spheres as in Fig. 6.2.1. Then r Jr,., is 
oriented, and we may find K,,,(V,,) as follows: 
G,T(~J = Ki(ZIV,) 
-(‘) K,+ I(~,> - 
-(*) K,+ 1m 
- 
E(3) K’( r’,). (6.2.8) 
Here f” is a 3-ball with n holes, it is a 3-manifold-with-boundary properly 
homotopic to V,, and tin is the interior of f”. 
The equality (1) in (6.2.8) is given by the Thorn isomorphism (Bott 
periodicity), (2) is given by proper homotopy and (3) is given by the 
Poincare duality of Proposition 6.1.1. 
Obviously pn is diffeomorphic to the interior of the 3-ball B3 with n 
points {xi ,..., x,,) removed. We have the exact sequence 
0 + C,( V”) + C(P) + C(P u {x, )...) x,}) + 0. 
Using the usual exact sequence in K-theory (with connecting maps 
6, : KJ(S2 U {x, ,..., x,}) -+ K’+‘(vn)) we get the K-cohomology of V,, , 
KO( t’,) = 0 
K’(V”) = z @Z”. 
(6.2.9) 
Let [ lk], k = l,..., n, be the n generators of K, ({xi,...,~,}). One easily 
verifies that 6,([ lk]) ’ g’ is iven by the cycle (S*, i,J, where i, maps S2 to a 
sphere enclosing the point xk. 
If [l] denotes the trivial complex line bundle on S2 = aB3, we have 
6,([1])+ C;=r 6,([1,])=0. The class 6,([ 11) is given by a cycle (S’,f), 
where f maps S2 to a sphere enclosing all the points {xi ,..., xn}, 
Let [<I denote the class of the non-trivial complex line bundle on S2. Then 
there is one generator of K’(@,J corresponding to 6,( [<I). Clearly S,([r]) is 
given by the cycle (pf, s). 
The elements S,([<]) and S,([l,]), k = l,..., it, give a basis of K’(li,). 
Following these generators through the equalities of (6.2.8) one ses that 
K,,,(V,J = 0 and K,,,(V,) = i2 @ Z” is generated by 
the cycles (S*, i,J, k = l,..., n, and (pt, s). (6.2.10) 
QJ--@Q---~ 
1 2 3 n 
FIGURE 6.2.1 
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For the total space of the bundle r on X, we may use the pullback diagram 
Co(~) - Cl@) 
I I 
id@y=o, 
C,(V, x R)A Co(~)@ Co(R) 
(compare to (6.2.4)). 
In K-homology we get the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
Kl(R)@Kl(lR)~Kl(vn x R)@K,(R) -K,(r) 
With the Bott generators of K,(lR) this becomes 
When r is not oriented, Ker(a,, - a,,) = 0, and the co-kernel of o,* - u2* is 
Z/2 @ Z” with generators as in (6.2.10), the cycle (pt, s) has order 2. This 
proves (i). 
When r is oriented, Ker(o,, - az*) = L(1, -l), hence 
K,(t) = z 
K,(t) = z 0 Z”. 
The generators of X,.,(X,,) are as described above. Using the procedure 
(6.2.8) for X,, one finds that K,,,(X,) is generated by the cycle (S’,/3), 
where /I is given by (6.2.3) (with the obvious abuse of notation). This proves 
(ii). I 
6.3. Proof of Baum and Connes’ Conjecture for Foliations of T2 
In this section we shall prove the Baum-Connes conjecture for foliations 
of ?r2 by explicitly comparing via ,u: K*,,(BG) -+ K*(T’/F) the generators of 
the analytic and the geometric group. Since the methods clearly extend to the 
case of infinitely many Reeb components, we need only work with the case 
of finitely many Reeb components.’ 
’ For the Kronecker foliation, the conjecture is verified via the Thorn isomorphism. 
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Hence the proof follows from the discussions (a) and (b) below. 
(a) Foliations of T’with No Stable Compact Leaves. Let us consider 
foliations (T*, F) of T* by Reeb components and with no stable compact 
leaves. Let C(S’) @ /(L*(ll?)) be an ideal in C*(T*, F) corresponding to the 
interior of a Reeb component (S’ is a transversal). Using the terminology of 
Lemmas 3.3.4 and 3.3.2 we get from Theorem 4.1.1: 
(i) When the foliation is not transversely oriented, K”(T2, F) = Z/2 is 
generated by [ 1 @q] and K’(T*, F) = Z/2 is generated by [V @ q + 
10 (1 - q>l. 
(ii) When the foliation is transversely oriented, K’(T*/F) = Z @ Z is 
generated by [ 1 @ q] and [ $1, where the restriction of [p”] to a compact leaf 
is [PI E K,(C(S’) >a,+ R); and K’(T*/F) = Z @ Z is generated by 
[v @q t 1 @ (1 -q)] and [zi], where th e restriction of [c] to a compact leaf 
is [a] E K,(C(S’) MA+ W). 
For the generators of K*,,(BG) in Proposition 6.2.2 we find (using 
Proposition 6.2.1): 
(i) ,@‘, a) = [ 10 q] E K’(T*/F). (6.3.1) 
This is obtained from Case I in Section 6.1, since a may be chosen to map 
S’ into the transversal used in the description of [ 1 @ q]. 
p(pt, s) = [v 0 q t 10 (1 -q)] E K’(T*/F). (6.3.2) 
This is obtained immediately from Case II. Note that this is the fundamental 
class. 
(ii) When the foliation is transversely oriented, we get: 
N’,P> = [p’] E K’(T*/F). (6.3.3) 
This follows from Case I and [9, Sect. 71. (We may assume that all Reeb 
components are orientation preserving, then /I: S’ + T* is a transversal.) 
,u(T*, id) = [c] E K’(T*/F). (6.3.4) 
This follows from Case III and the definition of Ind,(D). 
This proves the conjecture for foliations (T’, F) with no stable compact 
leaves. (We note that here the case where the foliation is transversely 
oriented is in fact covered by the Thorn isomorphism.) 
(b) Foliations of T* with Stable Compact Leaves. We shall consider 
here the foliations (T*, F(n)). The generators of K*(T*/F(n)) are described 
after the proof of Theorem 4.1.3. 
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(i) When the foliation is not transversely oriented, K’(T*/F(n)) = 0 
and K’C[T*/F(n)) is generated by [U,], k = l,..., IZ, and the fundamental class 
,u = [U @ q + 1 @ (1 - q)], ,u has order 2. 
(ii) When the foliation is transversely oriented, K’(T*/l;(n)) = L is 
generated by [PI, and K’(T’/F(n)) = Z @ Z” is generated by [U,], 
k = l,..., n, and the fundamental class ,u. Here ,U has infinite order. 
For the generators of K*,,(BG,) of Proposition 6.2.3 we find 
(i) ,u(S*, ik) = [U,] E K’(lr*/F(n)). (6.3.5) 
This follows from Case III as discussed in Remark 6.3.1 below. 
P(PC s) = [v 0 4 + 1 0 (1 - 411 E ~‘(~*/wo). (6.3.6) 
This is analogous to (6.3.2). 
(ii) When the foliation is transversely oriented we furthermore find 
P(S’, P> = PI E K00T2/W). (6.3.7) 
This is analogous to (6.3.3). 
This proves the conjecture for the foliations (n *, F(n)). 
6.3.1. Remark. Let (T*,p) be the cycle for Ki,,(BG,), where 
p: T* + ?r */F(n) is the canonical map. Then, by Case III, 
iu(T*, P) = In&(D) = i [U,]. 
k=l 
The cycle (T*, p) is equivalent o the sum of the cycles (S*, ik). Since the 
construction of i, ! is local (cf. [ 12]), it follows that the restriction of 
,u(S*, ik) to any Reeb component is 0, except for the Reeb component 
corresponding to the kth circle. Hence we obtain (6.3.5). 
6.4. Proof of Baum and Comes’ Conjecture for Some Foliations of S3 
We consider here briefly the foliations (S3,FReeb) and (S3,FStable) of 
Section 5.2. 
,u: K*,,(BG)+ K*(S3/Fn,,,). By [29] the classifying space BG of 
(S3,FReeb) is weakly homotopy equivalent to S3, and for the equivalence 
S3 --) BG the obvious analogue of Proposition 6.2.1 holds. 
Ko,,(S3) = Z is generated by the cycle (S3, id), 
K,,,(S3) = Z is generated by the cycle (pf, s). 
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FIGURE 6.3.1 
With the usual notation we find 
p(S3, id) = Ind,(D) E K”(S3/F,,,,) = Z 
P(Pf, s) = [v 0 4 + 10 (1 - 411 E w~3/F,,,,) = h* 
Thus the generators of K*,,(BG) map into the generators of K*(S3/FReeb), 
described by Theorem 5.2.2. 
~1: K*,,W)+ ~*(~3/&am ). By [29] the classifying space of 
(S39 Fstable) is weakly homotopy equivalent o Fig. 6.3.1, which is contrac- 
tible. Hence K,,,(BG) = 0 and K,,,(BG) = Z is generated by (pr, s). As 
usual ,~(pt, s) = [U @ q + 1 @ (1 - q)] E K’(S3/F,,.&. This agrees with 
Theorem 5.2.3. 
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